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Only material science,
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106-8 muons/s by accelerator   vs. cosmic muons about 1 muons/s on your hand
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Nuclear 
Transmutation

(Phase 2)

Joint Project between KEK and JAEA 2

Materials and Life Science
Experimental Facility
�Muon & Neutron)

Hadron Beam Facility
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Liniac
(181MeV à 400 MeV)

Neutrino to 
Kamiokande

J-PARC Facility @Tokai

3 GeV Synchrotron
(25 Hz, 1MW) 50 GeV Synchrotron

(0.75 MW)

J-PARC = Japan Proton Accelerator Research Complex
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Proton Beam Transport from 3GeV RCS to MLF

Super High Resolution Powder 
Diffractometer (SHRPD) – KEK

100 m Line

IBARAKI Biological 
Crystal Diffractometer

4d Space Access Neutron
Spectrometer(4SEASONS) 
Grant -in -Aid for Specially 
Promoted  Research, MEXT,

IBARAKI Materials Design  
Diffractometer

Engineering 
Diffractometer
- JAEA

Cold Neutron Double 
Chopper Spectrometer 
(CNDCS) - JAEA

NOBORU -
JAEA

Muon Target

Nuclear Data -
Hokkaido Univ.

High Resolution
Chopper
Spectrometer

HI-SANS
(JAEA)

Reflectometer
(KEK)

Versatile High Intensity 
Total Diffractometer(KEK /NEDO)

Neutron Target

BL8
BL4

Materials and Life Science Facility (MLF) for Muon & Neutron

30 m Muon

g-2, DeeMe Mu-Hf
experiments etc. 
are planned

On the way, towards neutron source

Rotating Graphite (20mm) Muon Target!

S-Line

U-Line
D-Line

H-Line



D-Line
Decay Muon (5-120 MeV/c)

Muons from pion 
decay-in-flight

Surface Muon (30 MeV/c)
Muons from positive pions
stopped at the target surface

ProtonPositive pion

Muon: μ+
Surface muon

Pion: π+, π-

Muon: μ+, μ-
Decay muon

Confinement magnetic field
(Large-scale superconducting solenoid)

Maily for the materials science

2.6 – 120 MeV/c

Either Decay Muon or Surface Muon 
can be extracted!



�1/9 of p+, Spin Polarized!
�200 times heavier e-

Spin Polarized Inherently Like an atomic-scale compass

Muon is 100%  spin 
polarized inherently!

A kind of Lepton.

Charge Spin Mass Lifetime
μ+ +1 ½ 106 MeV/c2 1/9 of p+� 2.2 μs
μ- -1 ½ 106 MeV/c2 207 heavier e-� 2.2 μs

Neutron 898s� Pion 26 ns �
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�The implanted muons stop 
between atoms, where they 
start Larmor precession 
according to the local 
magnetic fields.

�Muons are produced 
with 100% spin polarizaion 
and transported by a 
beamline for implantention 
to sample.

Muon Beam ��

The signal of scintillation 
counters oscillates 
periodically due to the 
Larmor precession of muons

µSR�Muon Spin  Rotation � Method
�Muons emit positrons 
to the direction when 
their spins were pointing 
upon decay, which are 
detected by scintillation 
counters.

µ�
Muon Decay

e�



D1 µSR Spectrometer, Surface Muons   
magnet inner bore�Φ410

magnet gap�135mm

vacuum duct diameter�Φ254→10 sets/round

32ch�40=1280channels.

Solid angle total: (0.523+0.646)�10�2=23.4%

8

Φ254

82

135

G
V
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137
DΩ-1
design

160

180
70 127

Φ
41

0

LF up to 4kG
GAP 135mm
Can be inserted up to Φ254

Φ140 Φ254

163

JAEA
magnet

DΩ-1

Solid Angle 23.4 %/7% ~ 3.3 times compared with DW1

200 M of coincidence e+

events/h 
for 15 x 15 mm2 with a 20 mm 
collimator.  

Kojima, HIgemoto
et al.
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Bipartite magnetic parent phases in the iron
oxypnictide superconductor
M. Hiraishi1, S. Iimura2, K. M. Kojima1,3*, J. Yamaura4, H. Hiraka1, K. Ikeda1, P. Miao1,3, Y. Ishikawa1,
S. Torii1, M. Miyazaki1, I. Yamauchi1, A. Koda1,3, K. Ishii5, M. Yoshida5,6, J. Mizuki6, R. Kadono1,3,
R. Kumai1,3, T. Kamiyama1,3, T. Otomo1,3, Y. Murakami1,3, S. Matsuishi4 and H. Hosono2,4

High-temperature superconductivity appears as a conse-
quence of doping charge carriers into an undoped parent
compound exhibiting antiferromagnetic order; therefore,
ground-state properties of the parent compound are highly
relevant to the superconducting state1,2. On the basis of
this logic, spin fluctuations have been considered as the
origin of pairing of the superconducting electrons in the
cuprates1. As possible pairing mechanisms, there is growing
interest in unconventional spin fluctuations or advanced
orbital fluctuations owing to the characteristic multi-orbital
states in iron pnictides3–6. Here, we report the discovery of
an antiferromagnetic phase as well as a unique structural
transition in electron-overdoped LaFeAsO1�xHx (x ⇠ 0.5),
whereby a second parent phase is uncovered, albeit heavily
doped. The unprecedented two-dome superconducting phases
observed in this material can be interpreted as a consequence
of the carrier doping starting from the original x ⇠ 0 and
additional x ⇠ 0.5 parent phases towards the intermediate
region7. The bipartite parent phases with distinct physical
properties in the second magnetic phase provide us with
an interesting example to illustrate the intimate interplay
between the magnetic interaction, structural change and
orbital degree of freedom in iron pnictide superconductors.

Iron pnictides comprise a new class of high-temperature
(high-Tc) superconductors, which has been extensively studied since
the discovery of the iron oxypnictide LaFeAsO (La1111; refs 8–14).
The superconductivity appears as a result of carrier doping to the
parent compound in place of the magnetic- and structural-ordered
state2,9,15. A recent study reported an advanced dopingmethod using
a hydrogen anion instead of fluorine in La1111 that has surpassed
the doping limit of fluorine, and uncovered the concealed second
superconducting phase (SC2) with a higher Tc of 36 K at x ~ 0.35,
in addition to the first dome (SC1) with the maximum Tc of 26 K at
x ~ 0.1 (refs 7,16). To investigate the origin of the two SC domes
as well as the origin of the higher Tc in SC2, and to determine
whether a certain hidden phase exists beyond the SC2 region, we
have performed a multi-probe study in the range 0.40  x  0.51
using neutron, muon and X-ray beams.

Figure 1a shows the neutron powder-di�raction pattern in
the non-superconducting specimen with x = 0.51. Extra peaks
were observed with indices (1/2, 1/2, n)T,M (n= 0, 1, 2) in the
low-temperature region, where the subscripts T and M refer to

the tetragonal cell and magnetic peak, respectively; these were
determined to be unambiguously magnetic in origin because they
were unobservable in the X-ray measurement. The (1/2, 1/2, 0)T,M
reflection gradually gains intensity below the magnetic transition
temperature TN = 89(1) K, estimated by the power law in the
x = 0.51 sample, as shown in Fig. 1b, which indicates a continuous
second-order transition. Similar magnetic peaks were also observed
below TN ~ 76 K for x= 0.45.

The in-plane magnetic structure is illustrated in the inset of
Fig. 1b17. The ordering wavevector q= (1/2,1/2,0)was determined
to correspond to the magnetic unit cell of

p
2aT×

p
2bT× cT,

describing a tetragonal axis, which is consistent with the ortho-
rhombic nuclear unit cell in the low-temperature case. The Fe
spins are directed to a diagonal axis of the tetragonal cell, and
form an antiferromagnetic collinear structure; this result reveals an
exceptional stripe-type arrangement among the iron pnictides18–21.
The spins couple ferromagnetically along the c axis. The magnetic
moment in x= 0.51 at 10 K is estimated to be 1.21(1) µB per iron
atom, which is significantly larger than the value of 0.63 µB for
x= 0 (ref. 19). This observation that the long-range magnetic order
emerges beyond SC2 is a remarkable finding because the d-electrons
on the iron atoms should be delocalized by the large amount of
carrier doping and, accordingly, the magnetic interaction is usually
expected to be weak.

Figure 2a shows the muon spin relaxation (µSR) time spectra
for x = 0.45. The slow relaxation above 80 K is attributed to a
paramagnetic state, whereas the line shapes below 80 K evolve
into strongly damped oscillations with increasing amplitude on
cooling, reflecting the development of the magnetically ordered
volume fraction (MVF). The significant damping of the muon spin
precession in contrast to a clear precession in x= 0 (ref. 22) indicates
an inhomogeneity in the local magnetic fields, which is presumably
due to the heavy doping e�ect (Supplementary Information).

Figure 2b is a diagram of the µSR process. The amplitude and
frequency of the µSR signal reflect the MVF and the ordered
moment of the magnetic region, respectively. Figure 2c shows the
temperature dependence of the resultant MVF. For x = 0.51, the
magnetic ordering appears at TN = 92(7) K and the MVF becomes
entire towards zero temperature. As the hydrogen content is
reduced, the value of TN and theMVF decrease in unison. Figure 2d
shows the MVF and the superconductivity volume fraction (SVF)
estimated from susceptibility measurements7, clearly indicating an

1Institute of Materials Structure Science, High Energy Accelerator Research Organization (KEK), Tsukuba, Ibaraki 305-0801, Japan, 2Materials and
Structures Laboratory, Tokyo Institute of Technology, Yokohama, Kanagawa 226-8503, Japan, 3Department of Materials Structure Science, The Graduate
University for Advanced Studies, Tsukuba, Ibaraki 305-0801, Japan, 4Materials Research Center for Element Strategy, Tokyo Institute of Technology,
Yokohama, Kanagawa 226-8503, Japan, 5SPring-8, Japan Atomic Energy Agency, Sayo, Hyogo 679-5148, Japan, 6School of Science and Technology,
Kwansei Gakuin University, Sanda, Hyogo 669-1337, Japan. *e-mail: kenji.kojima@kek.jp
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Element-Strategy-Initiative: Materials for electronic devices
Bipartite magnetic parent phases in the iron oxypnictide superconductor

SC1 SC2
AF1

AF2

Mesoscopic phase separation

Magnetic phase

Nonmagnetic 
phase}

µSR spectra

Mapping out TN versus H content x

LaFeAsO1-xHx

M. Hiraishi, S. Iimura et al., Nat. Phys. 10, 303 (2014).
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9Motivation: In order to develop a new cathode material with high working voltage, we have 
measured a Li-diffusion coefficient of several olivine type compounds with muSR, since 
mSR provides information on Li-diffusion even in the materials containing magnetic ions.   
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Pion Total Cross Section in Nucleon – Nucleon Collisions, John W. Norbury, NASA/TP–2009-215953



World Strongest Pulsed Negative Muon Source 
at J-PARC MUSE, Operated by KEK-IMSS

Larger Bore (f12cm → f24cm), Warm Bore�No Window�

Target(plastic, thickness 2mm)
�higher momentum muons 
penetrate

3GeV proton has a larger cross section 
in the nuclear reactions producing p-

Up to 120 MeV/c
(54 MeV)

62mm in  C�

As low as 2�6 MeV/c
(32 keV) Muon Momentum (MeV/c)
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200 times larger binding energy

~ 200 times higher  muonic X ray

X ray absorption
efficiency in Cu

�

Deep penetration
�

Cu Kα X-ray
Electron: 8 keV
Muon : 1.5 MeV 

Fireworks

µ�



Muon-D2

Non-destructive element analysis using µ- X-ray
Demonstration of bulk sensitive light-element-analysis on interstellar object 

A new X-ray fluorescence spectroscopy
for extraterrestrial materials using a muon
beam
K. Terada1, K. Ninomiya1, T. Osawa2, S. Tachibana3, Y. Miyake4,5, M. K. Kubo6, N. Kawamura4,5,

W. Higemoto7, A. Tsuchiyama8, M. Ebihara9 & M. Uesugi10

1Graduate School of Science, Osaka University, 2Quantum Beam Science Directorate, Japan Atomic Energy Agency, 3Graduate
School of Science, Hokkaido University, 4Muon Science Section, Materials and Life Science Division, J-PARC Center, 5Muon Science
Laboratory, IMSS, High Energy Accelerator Research Organization, 6 Graduate School of Science, International Christian
University, 7Advanced Science Research Center, Japan Atomic Energy Agency, 8Graduate School of Science, Kyoto University,
9 Graduate School of Science and Engineering, Tokyo Metropolitan University, 10JAXA Space Exploration Center, Japan Aerospace
Exploration Agency.

The recent development of the intense pulsed muon source at J-PARC MUSE, Japan Proton Accelerator
Research Complex/MUon Science Establishment (106 s21 for a momentum of 60 MeV/c), enabled us to
pioneer a new frontier in analytical sciences. Here, we report a non-destructive elemental analysis using m2

capture. Controlling muon momentum from 32.5 to 57.5 MeV/c, we successfully demonstrate a
depth-profile analysis of light elements (B, C, N, and O) from several mm-thick layered materials and
non-destructive bulk analyses of meteorites containing organic materials. Muon beam analysis, enabling a
bulk analysis of light to heavy elements without severe radioactivation, is a unique analytical method
complementary to other non-destructive analyses. Furthermore, this technology can be used as a powerful
tool to identify the content and distribution of organic components in future asteroidal return samples.

T
he muon is a lepton with a mass of 105.7 MeV/c2, approximately 200 times heavier than the electron. The
interaction between muons and materials has been used in various fields of research. Muon spin rotation,
relaxation, and resonance (mSR) use polarised positive muons as sensitive magnetic microprobes with short-

range interactions with materials. Muon tomography uses the highly transmissive nature of muons to image low-
density regions of materials. Recent studies on tomographic imaging with cosmic ray muons have succeeded in
imaging the density structure of volcanoes1–3.

Muons entering materials lose their kinetic energy with less effective bremsstrahlung than electrons due to their
heavier mass; they can also penetrate much deeper into materials than electrons. The penetration depth of muons
depends on the density of the target material and the initial muon momentum. Negative muons are captured by
atoms to form muonic atoms at the stopping depths. In a muonic atom, cascade transition of the trapped muon
from higher to lower energy states occurs with the emission of characteristic muonic X-rays. As muons have an
orbit closer to the atomic nucleus than electrons owing to its ,200 times heavier mass, the characteristic muonic
X-ray has an energy ,200 times higher than that associated with electron transition (more than several ten keV
even if the muon is captured in light elements). The muonic X-rays are thus intense enough to pass through the
target material from the much deeper interior than the characteristic X-rays of electron transitions, thereby
suggesting that muonic X-rays from muonic atoms can be applicable to non-destructive elemental analyses of the
deep interior of materials, which cannot be performed with X-ray fluorescence spectroscopy or electron probe
microanalysis.

In 1971, Rosen4 noted the great availability of muon beam analysis and proposed its application in the chemical
analysis of tissues, as muon beam analysis would cause less damage to the host organism than neutron activation
analyses. Muonic atom spectroscopy has been developed over the past four decades5–7 as a non-destructive
analytical method; however, for a real application, one had to wait for an intense muon source. The intense
pulsed muon source, J-PARC MUSE (Japan Proton Accelerator Research Complex, MUon Science
Establishment), was constructed and succeeded in providing a decay muon rate of 106 s21 for a momentum of
60 MeV/c in November 2009, which is the most intense pulsed muon beam in the world8,9. Although J-PARC was
damaged by a magnitude 9 earthquake and a subsequent tsunami on 11 March 2011 (‘‘Higashi-Nippon Dai-
Shinsai10–12’’), it was successfully revived in February 201213.
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It is demonstrated on a carbon-rich meteorite
that the element-specific muonic X-ray
spectroscopy can provide information on the
content of light elements deep within the
specimen, paving a path to the application of the
technique to the specimens brought back by the
“Hyabusa II” mission in the future.

µ�

Electron beam µ- beam

muonic
X-ray

eleclonic
X-ray
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Many Old Coins, Bronze bell-shaped vesse�, 
swords, etc.,  from 500 nm to 6 cm depth!

M

Broadcasted by NHK!
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Li,  Muonic X-ray 3D-imaging demonstrated for the first time !µ�
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Precision x-ray spectroscopy of muonic atoms with TES detector

muonic atom (µ- + NZ+ ): exotic highly-charged hydrogen-like ions
negative muon located very close to the nucleus feels 
an extremely strong electric field 

atomic physics
an ideal probe to explore
QED under an extremely strong electric field

(avoiding  the nuclear size effect by selecting high l states)

high-precision
spectroscopy

( 2002 times higher than normal hydrogen-like ions )

2-5 eV QED contribution
for muonic Ne  5f → 4d, 5g → 4f (~6keV)
(theoretical prediction)

µ� A01 Azuma et al.



240 pixels  = 23 mm2 eff. area 1 pixel size : ~ 0.1 mm2

stat. e
rror < 0.1 eV

@ 50mK ADR cryostat

~10 mm
×

First experiment in April 2019

Precision x-ray spectroscopy of muonic atoms with TES detector

muonic atom isolated in vacuum (muonic Ne)
high-res (FWHM ~6 eV ) for ~6 keV X-ray 

successfully observed very sharp peak
within a half day !!

Energy:  down to ~50 keV
Intensity: 106 per pulse for 20 MeV/c
Pulse repetition: 25 Hz 

Superconducting
Transition-Edge-Sensor Calorimeter  
(NIST,US)

Intense ultra-slow µ- beam (J-PARC)

in vacuo

µ� A01 Azuma et al.
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Theory+Experiment:Elucidate the elementary
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In-flight nuclear reaction

Application : Energy and neutron source

Experiment@ JPARC/
Hydrogen isotope target

µ� B02 Kino et al.
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conventional µCF Cycle

dtµ → a + n + µ +17.6 MeV

injection

free

a sticking

Reactivation

99.7%

0.3%

Molecular 
formation
10–8 sµ

µMuon atom 
formation

10–11 s

Nuclear fusion
10–12 s

Muon life 10–6 s

Muon transfer
10–8 s

In-flight µCF Cycle

dtµ → a + n + µ +17.6 MeV

injection

free

a sticking

reactivation

99.7%

< 0.3%

µ

µMuon atom 
formation

10–11 s

Muon life 10–6 s

µ µ
In-flight
Nuclear fusion

10–9 s

Skip muon transfer
and molecular 

formation processes

New non-resonant in-flight muon catalyzed cycle has been proposed

µ� B02 Kino et al.



C02; Conversion from accelerator muon to micro beam
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• Momentum distribution is cleared by stopping. 
• Volume in phase space (emittance) is shrunken.
• Beam is cooled down by this process (and iteration)

Principle of Beam-Cooling

1) Focus

2) Stop

3) Extract and
reaccelerate

Condenser Lens
Target

Input Outpu
t

µ�



1) Muon Catalyzed Fusion (μCF)
is applied to the beam-cooling. 
Captured muon into atom is 
dissociated with low energy �
10keV after μCF .

2) Accelerator muon is captured by 
solid H2 with mm-thickness. 
pμ is converted into dμ, and dμ
diffuses in mm-range by 
Ramsauer–Townsend effect.

3) μCF on thin DT-layer on solid H2
dissociates the muon. The muon 
is transported into center by E-
field.

4) Muon beam is extracted, is 
cooled frictionally, and is focused 
on specimen.

Generation of Negative Micro Muon Beam.µ�



Super computer
High reliability is essential for 
automatic control for the 
automobile, railway, airplane etc.

A soft error is an issue that causes a temporary condition
in RAM that alters stored data in an unintended way.
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ICT supports base of Infrastructure
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Qantas Flight 72�QF72
A steep dive(October, 2008)

Automatic Controlled Drive �
existing GPU�Graphic Processing Unit) 108 sets

• 1 soft error/ (107 hours)
• 10 accidents/h in the world

��80000 accidents/year

µ� µ�

(Information and Communication Technology) 
Automobile

Car navigation

Automobile
Control
Robot

FA
Camera

Bank ATM

Train
Infrastructure

Broadcasting

Vending Machine
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1) T. Nakamura et al., (2005) 2) M. Kowatari et al., (2005)

PARMA

Radiation by Cosmic ray against Altitude
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Neutron Dose measured

Neutron
Proton

Photon

Sum Dose

µ� µ�

On the grounds, contribution of μ is dominant!
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Negative and Positive Muon-Induced 
Single Event Upsets in 65-nm SRAMs
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The negative muon SEUs occur at about three 
times higher rate than the positive muon ones.

n The SEU cross sections for 65-nm SOTB 
and Bulk SRAMs  were measured with 
both low energy “positive” and “negative” 
muon beams.

n The problem of soft errors in semiconductor 
devices subjected to terrestrial radiation 
environment (e.g., muons: 75% ) has been 
recognized as a major threat for electronics 
used at ground .

n The soft error means a temporary malfunction 
in semiconductor devices due to single event 
upsets (SEUs) induced by energetic ionizing 
radiation.

The first experimental result :

Super Computer Automobile
High reliability of semiconductor devices 
is necessary for safety and stable use.

Cosmic-rays at ground(muons : 75% �

µ� µ�



U-Line dedicated to Ultra Slow Muon (0.1 - 30 keV)



5 keV

15 keV

30 keV

50 nm Ag layer SiO2 base

μ+

A μSR experiment was carried 
out with a sample made of 50 
nm Ag-layer and SiO2 base 
using Ultra Slow Muon beam.
As low as 100 eV( 1nm in Au)

μ+

μ+

Stopped in SiO2

Stopped in Ag

Kinetic energy vs. measured asymmetry

Time [ns]

Ultra Slow µ�

Muon Spin Rotation spectra

Current state of USM
Maximum event rate by MCP 121 events/s
Size ~ 10 mm (FWHM)
Time distribution ~ 10 ns (FWHM)
Maximum hit rate by Kalliope 22 hits/s
Asymmetry 0.1
Polarization At least 39%



Newly fabricate Nd:YSAG
(Nd:Y3Sc1.5Al3.5O12) ceramic

after several trial, small size (5×5×15 mm3)
transparent ceramic was delivered

density of Ga, Sc and Al
6×15×90 mm3

Ga : 5.91 g/cm3, Sc : 2.99 g/cm3, Al : 2.70 g/cm3

Better sintering condition is searching to make ø12, 80mm long Nd:YSAG

1062.78 nm

Ultra Slow µ�
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Transmission Muon Microscope

FY2019: Full fabrication, FY2020: beam@MLF

Superconducting Lens
by Meissner Shield

SC Coil
140kAT

Meissner
Shield

Cyclotron beam dynamics

Q0=6500

�Isochronous
�Our design

Weak focusing

Strong focusing

RF cavitySpiral 
inflector

Dee

FY2018: Detail design & partial fabrication

Ultra Slow µ�



Muon Cyclotron; now fabricating à will be delivered soon

Magnet
• Bave = 0.4 T
• # of sectors = 4
• Extraction radius Rext = 262 mm
RF
• Harmonic number = 2
• RF frequency = 108 MHz
• Dee voltage = 50 kV
• Flat-top RF(3F) frequency = 324 MHz
Injection
• Spiral inflector�4.5 kV
Extraction
• Electrostatic deflector�7.5 kV/mm
• Passive magnetic channel

700 mm

Flat-top
cavity

Acceleration
cavity

Deflector

Magnetic channel

Spiral inflector
* Vertical injection

Acceleration
cavity

• Accelerated up to 5 MeV by 59 turns ~ 1μs
• Flat-top initial phase acceptance and
• ΔE/E = 1�10-4 is achieved



Layout @U1B area
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Muon cyclotron
Lenses

Buncher
30keV μ

5MeV μ

�

Beam 
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SC
objective lens

Camera

Cyclotron

Bending

Ultra Slow µ�



Fly-
past 

chamb
er

µSR spectrometer ”ARTEMIS”
Detectors: 1280ch.
Solid angle: 21.2%

Longitudinal Field: <0.4T
Transverse Field: <35mT

Temperature: >0.3K

S-Line and the µSR
spectrometer ARTEMIS at S1.

S-Line



S3

S4

S1

S2

S-Line: dedicated to materials science

Exp. Hall No. 1

M2 
tunnel

• Four experimental 
areas: S1, S2, S3, S4.

• Two kicker systems 
to direct single-
pulsed muon beams 
to each areas 
simultaneously 
(12.5Hz).

• Double-pulsed beam 
capability to each 
area using 
switchyard magnets.



Dr. Tanaka and students are 
mounting their sample on the 
cryostat.

S-Line

• Steady operation at the S1 area is ongoing.
• A roughly half number of the approved exp. proposals by Muon PAC in 

2018 has been carried out at the S1 area, including ONE urgent proposal 
and THREE P-type proposals.

• FOUR journal papers and TWO conference proceedings are published in 
2018.

• K. Horigane et al., PRB 97, 064425; K. Kurashima et al., PRL 121, 
057002; I. Yamauchi et al., PRB 97, 134410; H. Okabe et al., PRB 97, 
075210.

• Press release: “Magnetic fluctuation of Bi-2201 high-Tc cuprates at the 
over-doped region” by Prof. Adachi, Sophia Univ.

The integrity of the µSR DAQ system was confirmed during the 
1MW test operation in Jul. 2018. The above time spectra were 
obtained in ONE minute.

LF100G
ZF

370 M ev. / hour

µ�



Dr. Yamamura of Kitasato Univ., Dr. Nihimura of KEK, and Prof. 
Torikai of Yamanashi Univ. carry out measurements on bio-
materials at S-line.

Sugawara et al.(2018)
Bio-material µSR group
Kitasato Univ.� Sugawara, Yamamura
Yamanashi Univ.�Torikai, Shiraki, Fujimaki
Hokkaido Univ.�Miwa
Kwansei gakuin Univ.�Kusunoki, Yamaguchi
Ibaraki Univ.�Pant, Iinuma, Yamaguchi, Kozuma
KEK�Shimomura, Nagamine
JAEA� Higemoto

On-going Science Activity at S-line
- µSR on bio-materials -

High intensity beam→necessary for tiny samples like bio-materials

µ�



S-Line: µ-LCR test measurement �1MW

Muon decay events were accumulated for 2 Sec. at each point.

sample :Cu (I = 
3/2) 50x50mm2

107.5 K

154.7 K

2 sec / point
(0.4 G step)In

te
gr

at
ed

LCR signal is 
successfully 
observed.

400 points were measured with increasing or decreasing 
field, roughly taking 14 min.

µ�



5T µSR spectrometer (CYCLOPS)
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GE68 9 E 9
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µ�



D-Line

U-LineS-Line

3GeV Proton 

Muon Target

Transmission 
Muon Microscopy
30-100 MeV@H2

Muon g-2

J-PARC MUSE �H1
Mu-HF, DeeMe, 
Ultra Slow µ-

Muon g-2/EDM Mu-HF, DeeMe

H-Line
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Ultra-Precision Magnet
(3T)

Silicon Tracker 66 cm diameter

3 GeV Proton Beam
( 333 uA)

cLFV
Search for 
electron with 
Specific Energy

g-2/EDM
Measure spin precession vector

Parallel to B-field�g-2 
Orthogonal to B-field: EDM

Ultra Slow Muon ->300 MeV/c

According to Prof. Saito, Iwasaki



 
DC Muon

• High time-resolution
• Fast relaxation/precession

• Defining-/Veto-Counter
• Low BG

• Limited time window

Pulsed Muon

• Virtually unlimited time 
window

• Slow relaxation
• Fast fluctuation

• Pulsed condition

e+ e+ e+

Time Time

e+

e+

e+
40ms

T.U.Ito, W.Higemoto et al.,
J. Phys. Soc. Jpn. 80 (2011) 033710

~100ns

104-105 muon/pulse/1MW



DC muon Pulsed muon 

Time resolution � �

Detectors �10ch Segmented (~1000ch)

Event by event � ��pulse by pulse�

Slow relaxation � �

Beam Intensity � �

Synchronization with 
perturbation

� �

DC BG � �

DC Muon vs. Pulsed Muon (Complementary probe)



Summary
• D-Line,   Operating User’s Runs 
– µ+SR
– µ-SR
– µ-Non-destructive analysis

• U-Line,   Under commissioning, 
– nm-µ+ SR, 100 eV - 30 keV
– Transmission Muon Microscopy

• S-Line, Operating User’s Runs
– µ+SR @S1
– Mu, 1s-2s precision measurement@S2

• H-Line,   
– Fundamental physics(g-2/EDM, DeeMe, Mu-HF etc.!)
– Transmission Muon Microscopy
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�1e9 POT

@H1 area
1MW proton beam

ü 2.4e7 μ-/s @54MeV/c
ü 5.6e7 μ-/s @65MeV/c
ü 1.6e8 μ-/s @82MeV/c

�HS1a=2500A, HS1b=2500A, HS1c=2000A
�HS1a= 0A, HS1b= 0A, HS1c=2000A
�HS1a=2500A, HS1b=2500A, HS1c= 0A

Negative muon beam @H-line



2011MS-01 Precise Measurement of Mu HFS and magnetic 
moment

Zeeman Splitting n12+n34=DnHFS

n12-n34 ∝µµ/µp

hDnHFS: Mu Hyperfine 
Structure

n

� Most precise check of bound QED
� Most precise measurement of 

muon mass and magnetic moment
→Basic parameter for fundamental physics

g-2, µ-p Lamb shift
� Exotic particle Search
� Search of Lorentz and CPT symmetry

breaking
To improve the previous measurement at 
LAMPF, Intense pulsed muon beam (108/S)
is necessary. H line is a unique beam
line in the world for this 

measurement !
Dn 12ppb→2ppb
µµ/µp 120ppb→20ppb

@H1



DeeMe: unique idea utilizing J-PARC features
Update the sensitivity by more than 10 to find a 

signal.

2011MS-03 μ-e Conversion Search: 
DeeMe

μ- + A(Z,N) → e- +A(Z,N)
Forbidden in the Standard Model of particle physics
• Observation ó Clear Proof of physics beyond the SM
• Hints to: neutrino oscillation, matter-antimatter asymmetry
• Current upper bounds(TRIUMF, SINDRUM-II@PSI)

– BR[μ- Ti→ e- Ti] < 4.3 � 10-12, BR[μ- Au→ e- Au] < 7 � 10-13

• Theoretical Predictions: BR = 10-13~10-16

€ 

µ− →  e− νµ  ν e

€ 

µ− A →  e− A

Lμ 1 0 1 0 ΔLμ =0

Le 0 1 0 -
1

Δle =0

Lμ 1 0 0 0 ΔLμ =-
1≠0

Le 0 0 1 0 Δle
=+1≠0

G
O
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H Line & DeeMe Spectrometer

Capture Solenoid
HS1A,B,C

Capture Solenoid
HS1A,B,C

Bending Dipole  MagnetBending Dipole  Magnet

Transport SolenoidTransport Solenoid
HS2HS2

HS3HS3
HB1HB1

HB2HB2

Wien Filter
(not used for DeeMe)

Quadrupole Triplet
HQ1,2,3

Quadrupole Triplet
HQ1,2,3

Spectrometer Magnet
(PACMAN)

Spectrometer Magnet
(PACMAN)

Tracker
(4 MWPC's)

Tracker
(4 MWPC's)

TargetTarget

Beam transportation
    simulated by G4Beamline

proton beam

• Utilize high-power high-
purity pulsed proton beam 
from RCS.

• Make use of a generic muon
beam line.

• No beam-time conflicts with 
T2K and Hadron-Hall 
programs.

• Diversity: different method 
from COMET and Mu2E

• It is critically important to 
utilize J-PARC as much as 
possible.

@H1



2014MS04 Measurement of the proton radius from the hyperfine 
splitting energy in the ground-state muonic hydrogen

Proton radius puzzle
From Lamb shift (2s-2p energy) of muonic hydrogen (PSI 2010)
Proton charge radius was smaller by 7 sigma from other measurements
New proposal
Determine proton magnetic radius using muon spin
Method : measure hyperfine splitting energy of muonic hydrogen 

laser resonant pumping of polarized spin state 
and probe with muon decay

Keys: 
High power 6.7 µm infra-red laser  and Hydrogen target system (by RIKEN)
High intensity negative muon beam (J-PARC)

@H1




